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Photo: manley099/E+/Getty Images Walking in a jewelry store can be overwhelming, especially if you are shopping for special diamonds. With various discounts, carats and settings, should you ever know which one looks best on you? There is no science behind it, and sometimes the
diamond cut you like the best is not the one that looks radiant on your finger. The good thing about going into a store is you can try on a number of pieces in order to narrow down the ones that will work best for you. Diamonds occur naturally in the earth and are rare because of the time it
takes for carbon to compress and form chemically. However, diamonds can now be made by man by mimicking the process that happens below the surface, and the difference is almost indistinguishable. Different diamonds have been inspected and while human diamonds are not created
naturally in the ground, they are still diamonds. One is no better than the other, and what makes them in a lab can do is make them more readily available, without the controversy that currently accompanies mining practices. After all, an engagement ring shouldn't be a blood diamond,
should it? After all this, do you still want to know which diamond cut looks best on you? Take this test to find out! PERSONALITY What diamond cut is the perfect match? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What Diamond Cut matches the zodiac sign? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY
What Cut of Diamond Fits Your Personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Can we guess what haircut looks sexier on you? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What color actually looks best on you? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What five colors look best on you? 5 Minute
Quiz 5 Min Personality answers these random questions and we'll guess which prom dress is right for you! 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What nail shape best suits your personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min TRIVIA Could you pass a 1953 beauty class? 6 Minute Quiz 6 Min
PERSONALITY What Hairstyle Should You Rock? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane assessment? And you're using a proper noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website provides reliable and easy-
to-understand explanations about the world's work. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photos and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain things work, sometimes we ask you, but we always explore in the name of
fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us! Playing tests is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week in your inbox. By clicking Sign up, you agree to our and confirming that you are no more than 13 years old. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a System1
company When Reese Witherspoon and her beau agent Jim Toth got engaged, he introduced her to a custom-designed four-carat Ashoka-cut Ashoka-cut who left most of the world scratching their heads and asking, what is an Ashoka cut diamond? Most had never heard of this rare and
exclusive cut before, so we decided to share some much-needed information about the stone and its rich history. An Ashoka cut diamond is similar in shape to both pillow and emerald cuts. It is a rectangular shape with rounded corners. Today, true ashoka cut diamonds are available
exclusively through diamond jeweler William Goldberg and his partners. The Ashoka cut is based on a famous 3rd century diamond and bears the name of one of India's greatest emperors, Ashoka Maurya. The original stone after which it was named, was a 41.37 carat, D color, internal
flawless diamond, which was legendary for its beauty, unique cut, and size. These rare and incredibly bright diamonds were said to banish sadness. The Ashoka cut is essentially a modified pillow with a rectangular shape and rounded corners. With 62 facets, it can help a stone appear
larger than it is. Less than 10 percent of all rough diamonds extracted each year even possess the potential to be carved into an Ashoka-cut. Since the extra-long rough stones needed for this cut are rare, brides and grooms who choose an Ashoka engagement ring can be sure that their
ring will be unusual and special. It is especially suitable for couples looking for an engagement ring that feels vintage. Reese's amazing ring was created by jewelers William Goldberg, whose patented modern Ashoka cut is only available through William Goldberg and his partners. It
featured a colorless four-carat, Ashoka-cut diamond set in platinum with a pavé band. The elegant ring has a vintage, timeless feel. The proprietary cut creates extra shine and light through its various cut angles for an effect that is truly unmatched. Since the cut is patented, that makes this
diamond particular even rarer and desirable. The things that make a diamond worth more in value or more beautiful for the eyes are four Cs: Cut, Clarity, Color, and Carat. These four aspects of diamonds are the benchmarks for measuring the overall quality and value of a stone. Some
would consider cut to be among the most important part of the equation, because the way a diamond is cut can really affect the amount of light and spark the stone creates. The right cut makes most of a particular carat weight diamonds and color, highlighting its brightness in the most
effective way while showing color and clarity. The most traditional pieces of diamond include brilliant round, pillow, emerald, princess, asscher, oval, pears, marquee, radiant and heart. Thanks to the specialist jewelers, would be William some brands are creating their own patented diamond
discounts to make their designs more exclusive and rare for their customers. Of course, they are the most expensive of the bouquet, too, because exclusivity comes with a price! Ashoka Cut offers: More facets than a brilliant diamond round cut (57 vs 62) It's a Patented cut, making it very
rareLess than 10 percent of diamonds could be made into an Ashoka-cutModelsed after the historical diamond, giving the style a rich historyIt can take up to six months for the diamond to be perfected About 84 percent of brides in the United States receiving a diamond engagement ring.
The most popular styles include round, princess, marquee, emerald, and pillow cut. Ashoka Cut diamonds are patented and sold only by William Goldberg and their exclusive partners, who are several boutique jewelers from around the world. See the list of jewelers carrying Ashoka
diamond. There are currently only 20 listed jewelers carrying Ashoka cut diamond. Did you know that the term diamond cutting does not refer to the shape of the gemstone? Sure, you have to cut a diamond to make it a shape, but when gemologists say cut, they talk about the proportions of
a diamond, would be the depth and width of its facets and the uniformity of its facets. These features control shine, durability, and other features we look for in a diamond, which is why the cut is one of the four quality diamond Cs. Cutting a diamond is one of the quality characteristics more
difficult to understand, as there may be very subtle differences in the cut, which are hard to observe with an untrained eye. Most people just look at color, carats, and clarity when shopping for a diamond. Cut is just as important by a factor, since it can be the difference between a good
diamond and a large diamond. A good cut is essential for the beauty of a diamond, because even a diamond with a remarkable color and clarity will not display the glow for which diamonds are famous if its components do not interact with light as it should. Understanding the cut impact on a
diamond will help you choose the ideal proportions for you. Maybe you want more carats of diamonds for your money. In this case, you can opt for a shallower stone. You may want your stone to shine, but it can only afford a lower clarity rating. A diamond with low clarity with a large cut and
corresponding proportions can shine as much as a stone with greater clarity, but a weak cut. The proportions of width and depth have a big impact on the brilliance of diamonds. Brightness is defined as the reflection of the white light we see when we look at a diamond. See the illustration
on this page as you read the following descriptions. Light traveling through a superficially cut diamond is lost from the bottom of the stone and does not bounce back into view. Lack of light play makes superficial cut diamonds seem lifeless. The light that travels through a diamond that is cut
too deep escapes on the sides of the diamond, darkening all or of the stone. Light traveling through a diamond cut ideal bounces back to the top of the stone, bringing its glow into sight. The graphics illustrate extremes. As with other diamond features, there are in-between for the quality cut
and you can opt for a deep cut or superficial cut for other reasons besides shine. Glow. Tip: Lots of old cut round diamonds are cut deeper than brilliant modern cuts. The different facets and depth provide a unique glow that some people prefer the dazzling glow of a modern stone.
Symmetry is a term that refers to the alignment of the facets of a diamond, its flat and polished surfaces. Facets must be cut to get the best light play. You have seen flash diamonds when you move them into light - this effect is called scintillation, and occurs when light bounces among the
facets. The light doesn't reflect so it should be if the facets are misaligned, diminishing the display of fireworks. Fair and Poor diamonds for symmetry usually have facets that are aligned enough to affect the light play. The surface of the facets must be smooth and polished so that light can
pass through them. A broken or chipped cutter. A missing culet or one that is outside the center. Non-aligned or additional facets. A belt that is too thick, creating weak proportions, or too thin, making it easier to damage. A fringe belt with small cracks goes into the diamond. A table that tilts
to one side. Always buy diamonds from a reputable jeweler and ask questions about the characteristics of the diamond. Inspect as many diamonds as possible so you can make informed comparisons. Edited by: Lauren Thomann Thomann
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